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Goals

To determine the best method for encouraging visitors to engage deeply and make sand
patterns at the Spinning Blackboard exhibit.

Methods

We compared several versions of the exhibit as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Four versions of exhibit tested in this study
Version Label Access Number of

visitor groups
Photo

1 Original
Full

No barrier

41

2 Gallery Photos
Full

Short barrier

51

40

3 Gallery Photos
Full

Netting

154

137

4 Gallery + Parents
Full

Tall barrier

37

33

Results

Summary

• The barrier used in Version 4 seemed the most effective at forcing visitor groups to
use the exhibit in smaller numbers.

• Adding a barrier, even the barrier in Version 4, did not increase holding time but it
did seem to increase the number of patterns visitors made.

• The “Parents, ask your kids...” label seemed more effective at holding visitors and at
encouraging more pattern drawings than the Original or Photo Gallery labels.
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Effectiveness of Barrier

Versions 2, 3 and 4 all used barriers to limit visitor access to the exhibit.  Watching the
video, we felt that the barriers in Versions 2 and 3 were ineffective, while the barrier in
Version 4 seemed better.  To test this anecdotal hypothesis, we looked at the start and
stop times of each group.  If there was no overlap between the stop time of one group and
the start time of the next, we considered the groups to have used the exhibit “alone.”

Table 2 shows that the barrier used in Version 4 is the most effective barrier we have yet
devised for preventing overlap among visitor groups.

Table 2.  Percentage of visitor groups working alone in each exhibit version

Exhibit Version Visitor Access Barrier method Visitor groups
working alone

1 Full 29%
Full 12%2 Limited Short barrier 15%
Full 23%3 Limited Netting 21%
Full 22%4 Limited Tall barrier 39%
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Visitor group size
There were significant differences in the number of children per group across the
versions (F407 = 7.1, p < .001).  Table 3 shows the mean number of children per group at
the three versions of the exhibit.  There were significantly more children per group at
versions 1 and 4 than at versions 2 and 3.

Table 3.  Mean number of children and adults per group in each exhibit version

Exhibit Version Avg. children per
group

Avg. adults per
group

1 2.4 1.6
2 1.6 1.6
3 1.6 1.5
4 1.9 1.7

There were no statistically significant differences in the number of adults per group
across the four conditions.

Holding time

A Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) revealed a main effect of label on holding
time (F446  = 6.7, p = .01), but no effect of Access and no interaction effect.  In other
words, the Gallery + Parents label held visitors longer than the other labels, and the
barriers did not have any effect on holding time.  See Table 4.

Table 4.  Holding time for each label

Label Median holding time
(minutes)

Mean holding time
(minutes)

Original 2.2 3.3
Photo Gallery 2.1 2.9

Gallery + Parents 3 4.0
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Pattern-making behavior

Overall, visitors in Version 4 made more patterns than visitors in other versions. Version
4 seemed best at getting visitors to make a simple pattern, while Version 3 seemed best at
promoting medium patterns.  See Table 5.

Table 5.  Pattern-making behavior of visitor groups in four versions
Percent of visitor groups making...

Version Any
pattern(s)

Simple
pattern(s)

Medium
pattern(s)

Complex
pattern(s)

Avg # patterns
made

1 51% 49% 19% 2% 3.0
2 62% 62% 12% 4% 2.2
3 71% 69% 25% 5% 4.4
4 79% 76% 13% 1% 5.3

Significant? Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Definitions of pattern types
Simple pattern:  Drags finger or object through sand to make pattern.  Examples:

Spirals, sine waves or daisies.
Medium pattern:  Repeating the same motion or performing a more complex single

motion. Examples: Multiple embedded spirals; chopping or building
up sand.

Complex pattern:  Uses 2+ distinct motions to create pattern; pattern looks cool, varied,
or interesting. Examples: Chopping & dragging & building up sand.

Simple Pattern results

Analyses revealed a main effect of Label on making simple patterns
(F307  = 19.8, p < .0001), but no effect of Access and no interaction effect.  This means
that the visitors in the Gallery + Parents label made more simple patterns than the others.

Medium & Complex Pattern results

There were no significant differences across versions for making medium or complex
patterns.
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Total number of patterns made

There was a main effect of label on the total number of patterns visitors made
(F315  = 7.4, p = .007), no effect of Access, and a marginal interaction effect of Label x
Access (F315  = 2.8, p = .09).  This means adding the “Parents, ask your kids...” label
helped the Limited Access visitors more than the Full Access visitors.  See Figure 1.
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Figure 1.  The mean number of patterns drawn by different
visitor groups.  There’s a significant effect of Label and a
marginal interaction effect of Label x Access.

Conclusions

Adding a barrier does not seem to be effectively helping visitors make more complex
patterns.  Although the “Parents, ask your kids” label seemed to increase holding time
and the number of patterns made, it also failed to promote more complex patterns.

Recommendations

Perhaps we should consider redesigning the exhibit into stations where the label focuses
on less challenging and more challenging patterns.  The objects at each station could be
different, from a simple stick and eraser to the more complex loop object (that looks like
a magnifying glass without the lens).  Perhaps with stations, visitors would get the idea of
making more complex patterns in the sand.
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